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Heat dissipation from underneath
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SPECIAL FEATURES

DOOR OPENING TO 90°

This door opening system allows the drawers to be fully removed even 
when the refrigerator is positioned up against a wall, making food easy to 
place inside and retrieve and the drawers convenient to clean.

HUMIDITY-CONTROL DRAWER

Inside the two drawers for preserving fruit and vegetables is a special 
membrane made of plant fibre to control humidity. The environment is 
maintained by a protective film and sealed drawer. When the humidity 
inside the drawer rises above 85%, pores in the membrane enlarge and 
excess water is absorbed; when the humidity drops to below 85%, the pores 
constrict and release water, bringing the humidity inside the compartment 
back up to 85%.  

VARIABLE TEMPERATURE COMPARTMENT (- 4 + 8°C)

The temperature of this compartment can be set according to needs, 
between -4 and +8°C. This area can therefore be used as either a refrigerator 
or freezer, its use changed according to requirements, depending on the 
season or on type of food consumed and stored. 

ALUMINIUM BACK WALL

The aluminium back wall helps to restore the internal temperature rapidly 
each time the door is opened. In this way the food inside is not subjected 
to sharp temperature changes and remains fresh and perfectly preserved.

TWIST ICE MAKER

With just the turn of a knob, this device built into the door delivers a 
continuous supply of ice cubes into a removable transparent tray, which 
can be conveniently taken to the table. 

DEODORIZER FILTER (activated charcoal)

Activated charcoal has special properties that allow it to remove volatile 
organic compounds (VOCs), odours and other gaseous pollutants from the 
air.
Activated charcoal is carbon that has been subject to additional processing 
to make it more efficient at trapping gas molecules. It is firstly injected 
with hot air, carbon dioxide or steam, which creates a lattice of tiny pores in 
the carbon, thereby considerably increasing its surface area. This creates 
many more spaces in which molecules can become trapped and makes the 
carbon far more effective as a filter medium. 

Inside the catalogue, on the pages dedicated to products, you will find the special features present summarized using an icon.
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Being positioned under the refrigerator, the 
special forced-air condenser means that the 
product can be installed flush with the kitchen 
cabinets as it requires just a few millimetres 
of space behind and around the refrigerator to 
dissipate heat.
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GENERAL FUNCTIONS

OPEN-DOOR ALARM SYSTEM

If the door stays open for more than 60 seconds, the alarm system is activated, warning that 
it must be closed. 

REMOVABLE GASKETS
The gaskets can be removed for easy cleaning.

FOUR WHEELS
The wheels ensure that the product can be moved around easily.

COMPLETE REMOVAL OF THE DRAWERS

This door opening system allows the drawers to be fully removed even when the refrigerator 
is positioned up against a wall. With this system, even if the doors are opened only to 90°, 
the drawers can be completely removed, making food easy to place inside and retrieve and 
the drawers convenient to clean.

TOTAL NO FROST

The No Frost technology guarantees homogeneous circulation of air inside the refrigerator 
and freezer: constant cooling and reduced humidity help to prevent the formation of ice and 
frost, keeping food fresher, maintaining nutritional content and ensuring a more inviting 
appearance for longer.    

LED LIGHTS

Internal lighting is provided by integrated LED lights positioned in the upper section. This 
solution ensures excellent visibility inside the refrigerator without dazzling the user. The 
LED lights also guarantee excellent energy savings. 

DISSIPATION OF HEAT FROM UNDERNEATH

In order to ensure that the refrigerator can be installed flush with the kitchen cabinets, a 
special forced-air condenser was designed to be positioned under the refrigerator. In this 
way only a few millimetres of space are required behind and around the refrigerator to 
dissipate heat. 

SUPER COOLING

The super cooling function ensures that the temperature inside the refrigerator does not 
rise too quickly when a large quantity of food at room temperature is placed inside, for 
example, after shopping. In this way the food already inside the refrigerator is not subjected 
to sharp temperature changes and remains perfectly preserved.

SUPER FREEZING

The super freezing function can be used to lower the temperature in the freezer compartment 
and allow food to be frozen more rapidly. 
It is recommended, for example, when food, such as fresh fish, needs to be frozen rapidly.

HOLIDAY MODE

By using this mode, the temperature inside the refrigerator will be set at 6°C, while the 
freezer will be set at -15°C, thereby guaranteeing considerable energy savings. 

SAFETY LOCK FOR GLASS SHELVES

A safety device, positioned under the glass shelves, guarantees their maximum stability 
and safety. 

INVERTER COMPRESSOR 

This compressor ensures greater energy efficiency, longer life, less noise and better control 
of temperatures inside the refrigerator, which help to preserve food for longer. 

A++ CLASS 

A ++ class ensures considerable energy savings and a lower environmental impact. 

REDUCED DEPTH (63,6 cm)

The reduced depth ensures that the refrigerator can adapt to the space available.

REMOVABLE TRAY

Positioned in the upper part of the freezer compartment, these trays allow the space 
available to be exploited to the maximum, allowing food to be placed along the entire 
horizontal part of the freezer. 

SMART MODE

By selecting this mode, the temperature of the refrigerator is automatically set at 5°C, while 
the freezer is set at -18°C and the variable temperature compartment at 2°C.

ALUMINIUM TRIMS

The aluminium trims on the door trays and glass shelves gives the interior a more elegant 
appearance.

ELECTRONIC DISPLAY 

All products are equipped with an electronic display with touch control system and white 
LED lighting. The design is very elegant, the method of use simple and intuitive. 

INTEGRATED HANDLES

The integrated handles ensure that the product blends perfectly with the kitchen units and 
furniture.  

PRODUCT  CATALOGUE
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THREE DOOR

T9183X T9183BX T9183WG T9183BG
Code Code Code Code

INOX BLACK INOX WHITE GLASS BLACK GLASS
Finish Finish Finish Finish

PRODUCT  CATALOGUE

Dimension (LxDxH) 91,1 x 70,6 x 183
A++ Class
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Super cooling

Among the main features of this model are the variable temperature area, 

a compartment in which the temperature can be set according to needs, to 

between -4 and +8°C, and the aluminium back wall that helps to restore the 

internal temperature rapidly each time the doors are opened, even when they 

are opened and closed frequently. 

The refrigerator also features a controlled humidity drawer which contains 

a special plant fibre membrane that absorbs excessive humidity and then 

releases it when necessary, maintaining, in this way, humidity levels of 

approximately 85%.

The extremely useful SMART mode automatically sets the temperature of 

the refrigerator at 5°C, the freezer at -18°C and the variable temperature 

compartment at 2°C. The Twist Ice Maker delivers a continuous supply of ice 

cubes into a removable transparent tray that can be conveniently taken to the 

table. Lastly, a  safety device  ensures maximum stability of the glass shelves. 

The A++ class improves energy performance and reduces consumption and 

environmental impact.

Refrigeration system 

Width 

Total no frost

91,1 cm

Climate class 

Height 

SN/N/ST/T

183 cm

Total net capacity 552 lt

Fridge net capacity 

Freezer net capacity

Noise levels 

207 lt

210 lt

42 db

Climate class 

Depth 

A++

70,6 cm

FeaturesSpecifications

Dimensions

Variable temperature 
compartment

Aluminium back 
wall

Humidity-control 
drawer

Twist ice makerDeodorizer filter Door opening 
to 90°

Electronic display 

Integrated handles

Shelves with aluminium trims

Open-door alarm system

Dissipation of heat from underneath

LED light 

Door trays with aluminium trims

Super freezing

Inverter Compressor 

SMART mode

Four wheels

Shelf safety lock

Removable gaskets

THREE DOOR

PRODUCT  CATALOGUE

T9183X

T9183WG
T9183BX

T9183BG

Code
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CA91831X CA91831BX
Code Code

INOX BLACK INOX
Finish Finish 

PRODUCT  CATALOGUE

CA91831WG CA91831BG
Code Code

WHITE GLASS BLACK GLASS
Finish Finish 

CROSS DOOR
Dimensions (LxDxH) 91,1 x 70,6 x 183
A++ Class
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The aluminium back wall on this model helps to restore the internal 

temperature rapidly each time the door is opened. 

Inside the two drawers for preserving fruit and vegetables is a special 

membrane made of plant fibre to control humidity. A special activated 

charcoal deodorizer filter removes volatile organic compounds (VOCs), odours 

and other gaseous pollutants from the air.

LED lighting is present in both the refrigerator and freezer sections. The LED 

light, positioned in the upper part of the refrigerator, is very large in this model 

and so guarantees exceptional internal brightness. 

The freezer section has two  removable trays, positioned in the upper part of 

the compartment. These trays allow the space available to be exploited to the 

maximum, allowing food to be placed along the entire horizontal part of the 

freezer.

The aluminium trims, on the door trays and glass shelves gives the interior a 

brighter and more elegant appearance.

The A++ class ensures considerable energy savings and lower environmental 

impact, as does the  holiday mode: by selecting this mode the temperature of 

the refrigerator is set at 6°C, and the temperature inside the freezer at -15°C 

to save energy.

PRODUCT  CATALOGUE

Refrigeration system 

Width 

Total no frost

91,1 cm

Climate class

Height 

SN/N/ST/T

183 cm

Total net capacity 542 lt

Fridge net capacity 

Freezer net capacity

Noise levels 

367 lt

175 lt

42 db

Energy class 

Depth 

A++

70,6 cm

Specifications

Dimensions

Features

CROSS DOOR

CA91831X

CA91831WG
CA91831BX

CA91831BG

Code

Super cooling

Electronic display 

Integrated handles

Shelves with aluminium trims

Open-door alarm system

Dissipation of heat from underneath

LED light 

Door trays with aluminium trims

Super freezing

Inverter Compressor 

Holiday mode

Four wheels

Removable gaskets

Aluminium back 
wall

Variable temperature 
compartment

Deodorizer filter Door opening 
to 90°
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CROSS DOOR

CB91832X CB91832BX
Code Code

INOX BLACK  INOX
Finish Finish 

Dimensions (LxDxH)  91,1 x 63,6 x 183
A+ Class 
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Deodorizer filter Door opening 

to 90°

This Cross Door refrigerator, which is smaller than the other model in the 

range, has the added advantage of a reduced depth, of 63.6 cm: these smaller 

dimensions guarantee greater adaptability to spaces. 

This door opening system allows the drawers to be fully removed even when 

the refrigerator is positioned up against a wall. With this system, even if the 

doors are opened only to 90°, the drawers can be completely removed, making 

food easy to place inside and retrieve and the drawers convenient to clean.

A special activated charcoa deodorizer filter removes volatile organic 

compounds (VOCs), odours and other gaseous pollutants from the air.

PRODUCT  CATALOGUE

Refrigeration system 

Width 

Total no frost

91,1 cm

Climate class

Height 

SN/N/ST/T

183 cm

Total net capacity 451 lt

Fridge net capacity 

Freezer net capacity

Noise levels 

321 lt

130 lt

42 db

Energy class 

Depth

A+

63,6 cm

Specifications

Dimensions

Features

CROSS DOOR

CB91832X
CB91832BX

Code

Super cooling

Electronic display 

Integrated handles

Dissipation of heat from underneath

Open-door alarm system

Inverter Compressor 

LED light 

Removable freezer tray

Super freezing

Removable gaskets

Holiday mode

Reduced depth (63,3 cm)

Shelves with white trims

Four wheels
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SIDE BY SIDE

SB91773X
Code

INOX
Finish 

Dimensions (LxDxH)  91,1 x 63,6 x 178
A+ Class 
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Door opening 
to 90° 

The model is distinguished by its simple, elegant lines. The division of the 

internal spaces is optimized in both the refrigerator and freezer sections. 

The glass shelves  are equipped with safety devices, and the door trays have 

been designed to accommodate every type of food inside the refrigerator.

This model also features an aluminium back wall, which helps to restore 

the internal temperature rapidly even when the doors are opened and closed 

frequently.   

In this way the food inside is not subjected to sharp temperature changes and 

remains fresh and perfectly preserved.

A special activated charcoal deodorizer filter removes volatile organic 

compounds (VOCs), odours and other gaseous pollutants from the air.

Built into the door is a  Twist Ice Maker which, with just the turn of a knob, 

delivers a continuous supply of ice cubes into a removable transparent tray 

that can be conveniently taken to the table. 

Deodorizer filter Aluminium back 
wall

Twist ice maker

Refrigeration system 

Width

Total no frost

91,1 cm

Climate class

Height 

SN/N/ST/T

178 cm

Total net capacity 496 lt

Fridge net capacity 

Freezer net capacity

Noise levels 

331 lt

165 lt

42 db

Energy class 

Depth 

A+

63,6 cm

Specifications

Dimensions

Features

SIDE BY SIDE

SB91773X

Code

Super cooling

Electronic display 

Integrated handles

Dissipation of heat from underneath

Open-door alarm system

Removable gaskets

LED light 

Shelves with white trims

Super freezing

Four wheels

Holiday mode

Shelf safety lock
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SIDE BY SIDE

S83773X
Code

INOX
Finish 

Dimensions (LxDxH) 83,6 x 63,6 x 178
A+ Class 
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Door opening 
to 90°

Deodorizer filter Twist ice maker

SIDE BY SIDE

The model is distinguished by its simple, elegant lines. The division of the 

internal spaces is optimized in both the refrigerator and freezer sections. 

The  glass shelves  are equipped with safety devices and the door trays have 

been designed to accommodate every type of food inside the refrigerator. 

A special activated charcoal deodorizer filter  removes volatile organic 

compounds (VOCs), odours and other gaseous pollutants from the air.

This door opening system allows the  drawers to be fully removed  even 

when the refrigerator is positioned up against a wall. With this system, even 

if the doors are opened only to 90°, the drawers can be completely removed, 

making food easy to place inside and retrieve and the drawers convenient to 

clean.

Built into the door is a Twist Ice Maker: which, with just the turn of a knob, 

delivers a continuous supply of ice cubes into a removable transparent tray 

that can be conveniently taken to the table. 

PRODUCT  CATALOGUE

Refrigeration system 

Width 

Total no frost

83,6 cm

Climate class

Height 

SN/N/ST/T

178 cm

Total net capacity 436 lt

Fridge net capacity 

Freezer net capacity

Noise levels 

271 lt

165 lt

42 db

Energy class 

Depth 

A+

63,6 cm

Specifications

Dimensions

Features

S83773X

Code

Super cooling

Electronic display 

Integrated handles

Dissipation of heat from underneath

Open-door alarm system

Removable gaskets

LED light

Shelves with white trims

Super freezing

Four wheels

Holiday mode

Shelf safety lock
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Product code and finish
Product code and finish

T9183X Inox              T9183WG White glass 
T9183BX Black inox   T9183BG Black glass 

CA91831X Inox                   CA91831WG White glass
CA91831BX Black inox CA91831BG Black glass

Dimensions (LxDxH) cm Dimensions (LxDxH) cm91,1 x 70,6 x 183 91,1 x 70,6 x 183 

Refrigeration system Refrigeration systemTotal no frost Total no frost

Open-door alarm Open-door alarmYes Yes

Total net capacity litres Total net capacity litres552 542

Packaging dimensions (LxDxH) cm Packaging dimensions (LxDxH) cm96,8 x 75 x 189,5 96,8 x 75 x 189,5

Handles HandlesIntegrated Integrated

Energy class Energy classA++ A++

Super freezing Super freezingYes Yes

Fridge net capacity litres Fridge net capacity litres207 367

Cabinet depth mm Cabinet depth mm610 610

Noise level dB (A) Noise level dB(A)42 42

Net weight kg Net weight kg96 Inox - 101 Glass 94 Inox - 110 Glass

Climate class Climate classSN/N/ST/T SN/N/ST/T

Super cooling Super coolingYes Yes

Freezer net capacity litres Freezer net capacity litres210 175

Door depth (excluding seal) mm Door depth (excluding seal) mm70 70

Gross weight kg Gross weight kg105 Inox - 111 Glass 104 Inox - 123 Glass

Display (LED/LCD) Display (LED/LCD)LED LED

Smart mode Smart mode

Holiday mode

Yes No

Adjustable feet

Holiday mode

Adjustable feetYes

No

Yes

Yes

Energy consumption / 24h (kWh) Energy consumption / 24h (kWh)1,08 0,95

Temperature rise time (h) Temperature rise time (h)8 10

Lamp input power (W) Lamp input powers (W)3 3

No. of wheels No. of wheels4 4

Annual energy consumption (kWh) Annual energy consumption (kWh)395 347

Rated current (A) Rated current (A)1,7 1,7

Load capacity 40’HC (no. pieces) Load capacity 40’HC (no. pieces)48 48

Freezing capacity (kg/24h) Freezing capacity (kg/24h)12 14

Rated power (W) Rated power (W)150 150

Refrigeration injection amount Refrigeration injection amountR600a/80g R600a/75g

THREE DOOR SIDE BY SIDECROSS DOOR SIDE BY SIDECROSS DOOR

Line T9183 SB91773XLine CA91831 S83773XLine   CB91832

CB91832X Inox 
CB91832BX Black inox SB91773X Inox S83773X Inox

91,1 x 63,6 x 183 

Total no frost

Yes

451

96,8 x 68 x 189,5

Integrated

A+

Yes

321

540

42

92

SN/N/ST/T

Yes

130

70

102

LED

No

Yes

Yes

1,05

10

3

4

384

1,7

53

12

120

R600a/75g

91,1 x 63,6 x 178

Total no frost

Yes

496

96,8 x 68 x 184,5

Integrated

A+

Yes

331

540

42

85

SN/N/ST/T

Yes

165

70

95

LED

No

Yes

Yes

1,15

9

3

4

420

1,2

53

12

150

R600a/75g

83,6 x 63,6 x 178

Total no frost

Yes

436

89,3 x 68 x 184,5

Integrated

A+

Yes

271

540

42

82

SN/N/ST/T

Yes

165

70

91

LED

No

Yes

Yes

1,08

9

3

4

395

1,1

55

12

120

R600a/75g

COMPARISON 
TABLE
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Tel. no. +39 02 25138919
Website www.grfdomestic.eu
Email info@grfdomestic.eu




